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The scientist was identified as Dr. 
Frank Olson last week at, a press con-
ference held by his family in Fred-
erick, Md. Olson's family said they 
plan to sue the CIA. 

A Baltimore 'psychiatrist -said --this, 
week that he had been part of another 
set of experiments run-by the Army 
and the University Of - Maryland 'that' 
involved hundreds of soldiers and 
civilians who were tested with LSD at 
the university's medical school in 
Baltimore and* at the Army Chemical 
Center at Edgewood,' Md. 

The Army spokesman yesterday de. 
dined to reveal the, nature of the 
LSD testing but said the military is 
looking through its- test reports to 
determine , which ones could be de -

classified. He said a total of 323 per-
sons were given LSD at Edgewood 
during the 1959. to . 1967 :periazul.. 
262 others were tested with the drug- ,,, 
at other Army bases during' that • 
period. 

A New York Congressman who ie a 
member of the, House Armed Services 

Committee said yesterday he had learned 
that other branches of the services also 
tested their ,members with LSD. Rep. 
Thomas J. Downey (D) said servicemen 

" were told never to reveal their part in 
the tests because of national security 
regulations and that this may have caused 
some to avoid treatment for problems 

that arose because,  of their,e0osure to 
LSD. 	 - 	4. 

A ouinber of saPertmental LSD pro-
grains have also been carried on by other 
government agencies, chiefly through 
the sponsorship of the National Institute 
of Mental Health. • 

The Army's announcement of its fol-
lowup tests yesterday did not include 
any other branch of the service or any 
other federal agencies. 

The Army spokesman said yesterday 
it expects that its tests will take be -

tween two to five days for each per-
son who was given LSD and that each 

'would get a' coMPlete physical exam-` 
'nation, -neurological testa And a Psy- 
chiatric test 	- I .  

The examinations will be conducted 
at several. nieces around the country, 
he said, and' will also involve persons  

who have not been given LSD to cter- . 
mine what after-effects may have f,een 

due to die dm& and what would be 

considered normal for 'agroup of the 

same age. 	_ 
The soldiers' who were involved in 

the LSD tests, the spokesman said, 
were tested both in laboratory and 
field settings. Those tested in labs, 
he said, individually signed statements 
of their willingness to take part' in the 
experiments. Those who were given 
the drug in field tests did not sign 
individual releases but were signed up 

as units., 
'According to the spokesman, the 

Army used LSD in a variety ef ex-

periments. In 1957 at Edgewood, for 

example, 16 soldiers were given the 

drug and then were pitted against 

each, ctli:r ia a'.  volley ball game, • 

Another group was "told to /break 

down their rifles while under the in-

-fluence of the drug- 
The testing, the spokesman" 'said; 

involved troops at base in Maryland, 
North Carolina, Georgia, ,Alabama.  

and Utah 	
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